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Pole Tent Liner & Hardware Instructions

Preliminary set-up: During the tent installation the liner hardware 
needs installed. Pole tents require a rope pulley system that connects 
to the pole tent adapter and the center hub assembly. The pole tent 
adapter is installed before the center pole(s) are installed. 

1. Insert the pole pin of the center pole through the hole in the pole tent adapter. Ensure the ropes are con-
nected to the pole tent adapter pulley system. Repeat at all center poles.

2. Make sure the tent is square, level and tensioned properly and the center poles are correct height. Once 
the tent is erected properly, you can begin installing the Hi Pro Tent Liner. 

3. For new liners it is recommend that each liner section be removed from the shipping plastic wrap and 
be pre-conditioned before the first installation. This is done by thoroughly fluffing and shaking out the liner 
to begin removing the factory folds. Stuff the liner section into their storage bags (like you would a sheet 
into a laundry bag). If time allows, repeat this process several times, letting the liner rest for a day between 
“re-stuffing.” An alternate process is to pre-wash the liner to remove the sizing in the fabric and to remove 
the factory creases. 

4. Always use a drop cloth to keep the Hi-Pro Tent Liner clean and damage free. Proper installation will 
ensure that the liner never touches the ground.

Set Up Instructions:

1. Bolt the rope pulley to the center hub assembly, run the rope 
through the pulley system.

2. Fit the two piece center hub assembly around the center pole 
approximately 5’ feet from the ground.
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3. Arrange the liner storage bags to correspond with the tent tops end and mid sections. 

4. The liner sections should be packed into the liner storage bag 
with the vinyl hub at the top. At an end section start by installing the 
liners vinyl hub to the center hub assembly. Place the grommet of 
the vinyl hub through the protrusions on the center hub assembly. 
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9. Attach the hook and loop sections on the mid liner and end liner sections together. For each mid section, 
repeat the process. Attach the hook and loop to the remaining end section.
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5. Starting at the corner clip the snap hooks to the inside perimeter rope with the webbing facing up. Repeat 
at the adjacent corner.

7. Continue to clip all the snap hooks to the perimeter rope. 

8. For each mid section, repeat the process. Join the mid section to the previously installed section by fas-
tening the buckles together at all hook and loop seam locations.

6. Extend the Hi Pro Liner section along the tent . Repeat at the adjacent lace line.
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10. The Hi-Pro Liner is ready to be raised. Pull on the ropes to raise the Hi-Pro Liner approximately halfway 
up the pole. Note: The liner must be lifted evenly to prevent the center hub assembly from bending.

11. Finish by raising the center pole assembly to their utmost height and tying the rope to the center pole. 
When properly positioned the Hi-Pro liner should drape evenly and hang with ease.
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